CASH2BTC BITCOIN D.A.V.E
DIGITAL ASSET VENDING ENTERPRISES
Product assembly and deployment guide
(Apex7000 series)
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PARTS LIST


Nexus 7 tablet



Apex 7000 Pyramid bill acceptor



Capital Vending Bill acceptor housing



Y-OTG cable



1 USB powered hub, recommend 2+ amps



Nexus 7 Full Metal jacket housing from Armor Active



1 angled mounting bracket from Armor active



1 power cord, (must be at least 2 120v connections) grounding optional



2 wire caps (3 for grounded power cable)



Mounting bolts for attaching bracket to housing



¼” minimum diameter stepped hole shank



1 drill must be expand to attach shank
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GOOGLE PLAY NECESSARY
DOWNLOADS








Bitcoin D.A.V.E. From Highlander Enterprises 50$
◦

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.cash2btc.androidbtcatm

◦

Search keyword: Cash2BTC

LocKIOSK PRO 7$
◦

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.telelogos.standalonekioskpro

◦

Search keyword: LocKIOSK PRO

Zbarcrossing+ 3$ (Must be plus for front facing barcode scanning support!)
◦

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.srowen.bs.android

◦

Search keyword: Sean Owen

Wakey screen saver (free)
◦

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.doublep.wakey

◦

Search keyword: Wakey
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BUDGETING
Item
Bitcoin D.A.V.E.
LocKIOSK
ZXing+
Google Nexus 7
Apex 7000

Cost (USD)
50
7
3
229
260

Source
Google play
Google play
Google play
Google Store
Pyramid Technologies

FMJ Nexus7 Enclosure
Enclosure mount
Bill acceptor housing
Y OTG cable
Power cord
Misc bolts/hardware

200
40
120
6
5
50

Armor active
Armor active
Capital Vending
*misc eg. tiger direct
* misc eg. tiger direct
*locally sources eg. Ace

Total

~970$

NEXUS 7 TABLET
The quoted price is for the wifi-only version. For those wishing to deploy their unit in a places
without wifi getting a 3g tablet is something to consider. Note: this requires data plans and a monthly
fee.
*The nexus 7 is the only tablet fully tested with our entire system, it is NOT recommended you use any
other tablet.

APEX 7000
This is availed for purchase directly through Pyramid technologies. There are bulk order
discounts that start with an order of a case (6 units). It is possible to get this bill acceptor second hand
from other websites. Although be aware you need the rs-232 to USB harness in order to be compatible
with our software!

HOUSING
This guide is set up for the entirely premade option. not requiring any custom fabrication or
major modification of any hardware. It is however entirely possible for you to use alternative build
methods and materials. this can dramatically lower the units cost if you wish to undertake such an
effort.
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"Welcome to Bitcoin Dave, a DIY Bitcoin vending machine".

PART 1 HARDWARE
Welcome to the assembly guide for Cash2BTC's Bitcoin Dave. This section will cover the
hardware assembly.
The bill acceptor housing (see figure 1) from capital vending is the main housing
for the entire unit. It is what provides the physical security to prevent unauthorized
access to the cash box. it will come completely enclosed without any mounting
or wiring accommodations.
There are many configurations possible with this unit. However this guild will cover
what is called the Tabletop configuration. this is an optimal configurations for
mounting on a pedestal, table or desk.
First we need to attach the Angled mounting bracket (see figure) to the top of the housing. It is
recommended to use the pre cut slits on already on the angle bracket or you may drill your own.

After drilling the holes to
attach the mounting
bracket we need to drill
the large 1/4” hole to allow
the usb connections to
pass through. 1/4” is the
size needed to pass a full
size usbA connection for
the pyramid acceptor bill
acceptor.

Attach the conical stepped shank to the drill. Mark
the center of the pre-cut out section on the angle
bracket attached in step 1.

Carefully using the shank to make a 1/4inch hole
at the marked area.
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Now we fasten the mount on the top of the
unit by securing the bolts. (Not these bolts will
not be accessible to tampering when
finished. security bolts are not necessary)

After securing the mounting bracket we are
ready to attach the full metal enclosure for
the tablet.

The bolt point are standard VESA and come
with the necessary screws and even the
needed Allen wrench.

Now on the bottom back (opposite of the opening
door) we make one last hole needed to run the
120V power cable.

Clean up any metal shavings left in the unit. Due to
the shape of the enclosure the use of a vacuum
might be needed.
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AFTER COMPLETING THE HARDWARE ASSEMBLY YOU SHOULD BE LEFT WITH A
READY TO ASSEMBLE UNIT!

See figure 3 (empty unit pre-wiring)
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PART 2 WIRING
Bitcoin D.A.V.E wiring Diagram

5VDC

Powered USB
hub

5VDC + Data

Data

120VAC power

First we need to run power to the unit. I recommend
a power block as pictured in the figure. However
any 120V traditional power cable will work. Make
sure to take into consideration how long of a power
cable you want.

Cut the cable as far from plug as possible. Make sure
to leave room for stripping and attaching the wire
caps.

After cutting, thread the cable though the back. It is
best to make this as snug as possible to prevent tampering. The edge might be a bit sharp so be
careful of accidently stripping to much insulating and exposing the 120v cord. this could be a fire
hazard.
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After threading enough cord to be able to work with
the end, strip the ends of the wire on both the power
side and the plug side plug.
Attach the wire caps and reconnect the cable. Tie a
knot in the cable in-between the housing and the wire
caps. You may want to wrap some tape around the
knot to prevent it from coming loose. This prevents the
cord from being able to be pulled out of the back.

Next we connect the powered USB hub for the nexus
7. We recommend an aftermarket hub with increase
amperage to help the nontraditional charging that
will be discussed more in the next chapter.

Next we are going to connect the rs-232-USB harness
to the bill acceptor. This harness goes in-between the nexus 7 and the acceptor. No other connections
are needed. See figure 5

Now we run both the powered USB cable from the hub AND the USB from the bill acceptor up through
the opening on the top of the unit.

The Y-OTG cable will need a slight modification in order to
prevent a clearance issue in the full metal enclose for the
nexus 7.

Remove the plastic guard very carefully as not to damage
the cables underneath it.
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Attach the OTG cable and to the powered USB
cable, the bill acceptor USB, and the 3rd end to the
Nexus 7 tablet. (See wiring diagram on pg 9)

Proper ally place the nexus 7 on the foam
placeholders. Placing slightly higher than needed
as whole closing it will be pushed downward
slightly by the case. You may need to reach in,
place you hand on the touch screen as to hold the
placement of the tablet in order to properly align
the tablet for unimpeded use.

After all the metal shavings are clear
from the housing it is now safe to
attach the bill acceptor. There are 4
mounting points with nuts already in
place. Remove the locknuts insert the
bill acceptor and reattach the
locknuts holding the bill acceptor in
place.

Attach the power and USB harness to
the Bill Acceptor.

Neatly bundle the wires for cable
management and close up the unit.
You are not ready to setup.
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PART 3 SOFTWARE
BITCOIN D.A.V.E SOFTWARE INSTALL
Google play search: Cash2BTC
First you will need to download the Bitcoin D.A.V.E. Application from Google play. This is a pay
app and you will need to have a Google wallet in order to purchase it.

Link: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.cash2btc.androidbtcatm
Download and install the app. Now before opening we are going to download the supporting apps
we are going to need.

ZXCROSSING+ INSTALL
Google play search: Sean Ownen
For proper use you will also need to download Zebra crossing plus. The pay version of this app is
needed in order to unitize the from facing camera. (The back camera on the nexus 7 is NOT accessible
within the housing and REQUIRED to scan Bitcoin address's)
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LOCKIOSK INSTALL
Google play search: LocKiosk
Next we will need a kiosk software to prevent customers from being able to manipulate the tablet
outside of the Bitcoin DAVE application.

WAKEY INSTALL
Google play search: Wakey
Lastly we need to be able to keep the screen awake because the customer is unable to
access the power button. Install Wakey from Google play.

And that's it, You have just installed all the software you need to run Bitcoin Dave!
Now let's configure them!
Cash2BTC.com
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CONFIGURATION
First we need to update to the latest Android, (Android 4.4 as
of the time of this publication.)


Settings/About tablet/



Verify the latest build

* The app is only supported by android 4.4+
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BLOCKCHAIN.INFO

Press the Green button


Create my new wallet
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Next you enter your email and set a password.



A backup copy of your wallet will be sent via email
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Now there is a key piece of info we need to
collect. the GUID reference ID for your Blockchain
wallet.
For fast entry we are going to turn this piece of
data into a QR code.


Copy the Identifier into your devices
clipboard.

You're going to need this value later for Dave
setup, do not overwrite it in your clipboard.
Optional
we can to create a QR code of this value for quick
reference if we need to set up multiple units.
you can use a QR maker app, or navigate to
URL: https://www.the-qrcode-generator.com/
(Should be 3rd or 4th on a Google search for QRcode)
Take a picture* or take a screen shot by pressing
the volume down and the power button

simultaneously and upload the screen shot to Google
drive so you can print it out on a desktop.
(btw this is all convince it is possible to hand type this
value in manually *note: you must type the hyphens "-"
in the identifier )
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Finally





Select Modify Password
Enter a second password
Enable Double Encryption



**THIS IS NOT AN OPTIONAL STEP**

CONFIGURE LOCKIOSK
LETS NOW CONFIGURE LOCKIOSK TO ALLOW
SECURE PUBLIC USE OF THE DEVICE.



Activate locKiosk by opening the application

about: LocKiosk hardens the tablet preventing anyone from
accessing applications and settings on the tablet the
administrator does not wish to accessed. when configured
correctly even restarting the entire tablet will not unlock it.

*Note: The only solution for a lost password is doing a factory restore of the tablet, losing all the data on
the tablet!
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Make sure to set LocKiosk as a home app by selecting
"Always" when prompted.
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Add the following applications
o Bitcoin D.A.V.E.
o ZXcrossing plus
o Wakey

One Properly configured your new
home screen will look like this.
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Now go into Wakey



Simply press the light bulb to keep the screen on.

CONFIGURE ZX CROSSING



Select Prefer Front Camera
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Now that we have an environment setup, it's time to Setup Bitcoin D.A.V.E



Click on the Dave Icon and launch the
application



Press the Dave Icon to launch the Admin
Section
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Create A new owners Password

Set your owners fee's

* This value is the percentage commission you
wish to make on each transaction. The payout is
in dollars left in the machine. For example, a
100$ transaction will pay out 99$ worth of Bitcoin
to the customer. Leaving 1$ in the device as
commission. The conversion price is based off
bitcoinaverage.com market rate at the time of
transaction.
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CURRENCY SELECTION
 If you are in the USA or selling Bitcoin for USD dollars
go ahead to page 27

 Select your currency from the drop down menu
 *180 currency options are support from
bitcoinaverage.com

NEXT YOU CAN SET YOUR ANDROID
LOCALE



This sets your local currency symbol

Locale

represents a language/country/variant
combination. Locales are used to alter the
presentation of information such as numbers or dates
to suit the conventions in the region they describe.
The language codes are two-letter lowercase ISO
language codes (such as "en") as defined by ISO
639-1. The country codes are two-letter uppercase
ISO country codes (such as "US") as defined by ISO
3166-1. Note that Java uses several deprecated twoletter codes. The Hebrew ("he") language code is
rewritten as "iw", Indonesian ("id") as "in", and
Yiddish ("yi") as "ji".
For a full list of locals supported by android view.
Link: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ISO_6391_codes
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ADJUST BILL VALUES




Bills are numbers 1-7 (with bill 7 always being the
highest) based of the currency detonations. these
values are completely adjustable.
The follow page Contains the bill values for the Apex
line of bill acceptors.

SUPPORTED



NV200 Smart Payout
Apex 7000
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CURRENCY SUPPORT DATABASE


Apex 7000
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CURRENCY SUPPORT DATABASE CONT.
NV200 Innovative technologies
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Click on Blockchain.info tab

* you will need to scroll to select it

*Note: the Blockchain Identifier should still be in your
clipboard.



Paste your Blockchain identifier

*Scanning QR codes is supported; This method is
convenient for setting up multiple units or if you wish to
make your wallet on a desktop and print out your GUID.



enter BOTH passwords

**Note: if you misspell or fail to enter a second password
DAVE will NOT be able to send Bitcoin!


Test Settings and press done

(Sometimes this is not instant and you must quit the app
and log back in to view balance)
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Now the Bitcoin button should appear

reasons why the button would not show include
1. No Bitcoin in the wallet
2. No internet/data access
3. failed to enter complete data in Admin sectio

If the app is started without a connection to the bill
acceptor there will be a toast message informing you

 Connect the USB bill acceptor and make
sure it is properly powered.

 The first time the USB Bill Acceptor is
plugged in and the new device is recognized by
android you will get a notification.

 Make sure to click set as default device
when plugged in.
*if you are unable to complete this step, see the
troubleshooting section: bill acceptor.
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THE APP IS NOW LIVE!

Next we will complete a full test transaction in order to guarantee
the second password was indeed entered correctly.

Press the Bitcoin Button to begin



Press the Scan QR button to launch the
barcode scanner.



After scanning your address with show up on
the screen.

(If an address fails to appear on the first scan press
scan and try again)
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Bill acceptor status



SessionID



Payout Address

 Maximum transaction. This is the largest
transaction the device can handle. If a bill is inserted
into the bill acceptor that would bring the transaction
larger than the available Bitcoin the bill will be rejected.


The last quoted price from bitcoinaverage.com

 The amount of Bitcoin ready to be paid out this
session





Press the Buy Bitcoin button



Bitcoin is instantly send to the receiving
address.



The transaction hash is presented



A URL encoded QR code with the
transaction hash is displayed. By scanning
the address on the customers cell phone
they are automatically brought to
Blockchain.info Block explorer allowing 3rd
party independent confirmation of the
transaction.
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COMPLETE!
You are now ready to Deploy the unit!
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REMOTE ADMINISTRATION
To Monitor the usage of the unit or to load the unit with Bitcoin you can log into your wallet on
blockchain.info.

You can see all the transactions done by your unit. Monitor how much bitcoin is left on the unit. And
load bitcoin onto the device.
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TROUBLESHOOTING.
TROUBLESHOOT BILL ACCEPTOR






Is the bill acceptor powered?
Is the USB harness plugged into both the bill acceptor
and the OTG cable?
Does the screen refresh when plugged in.?
Are you running the latest 4.4?

TROUBLESHOOT





BITCOIN BUTTON

Does the device have internet access?
Does the blockchain wallet contain > 1usd of Bitcoin?
Is blokchain.info live?
Is bitcoinaverage.com live?
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